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Dr MacCallum's patients have no difficulty coding
identity into these classes in the majority of their
relationships. They even identify their daughters
correctly some of the time. However, their ability to
transcribe the analogue relationship into the appropri
ate digital code, fails when they recall certain interac
tions with the daughter. As Dr MacCallum points out,
the phenomenon of misidentification occurs in the
setting of a role reversal.

The patients are all infirm and consequently depend
on their daughters for care. When the daughter
provides care, she adopts a mothering role. This
change in relationship produces a paradox in the digital
code, because the mothers experience their daughters
as mothering them. To resolve this paradox of
daughters as mothers, the patients recall and
conceptualise the daughter as an â€˜¿�other'. They signify
the difference in relationship with the linguistic
qualifier â€˜¿�other'.Furthermore, the misidentified
â€˜¿�other'is given the same name as the daughter
(â€œViolet,get the other Violetâ€•) because the classifica
tion of identity by name is not involved in the paradox.

In this way, the patients' inappropriate use of
language resembles the way patients with mild demen
tia use language (Critchley 1970). Their thought
patterns are similar to the thought patterns children
exhibit in the concrete operational phase of cognitive
development.
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DEARSIR,
I was interested in the paper by Dr MacCallum

(Journal, June 1984, 144, 649-650), on the misinter
preting of role changes as changes of person, from two
points of view. At a personal level, I have in recent
months witnessed the gradual dementia of my 90-year
old mother who is now in nursing home care. This has
been accompanied by an increasing tendency to
confuse the roles of the significant men in her life.
While correctly identifying and naming me as her son,
she often refers to my sibs as our children, may
reminisce as if I were her father and can confuse my son

with me. This conflated male represents a more or less

idealised version, much as Dr MacCallum's patients
identified the real daughter with the caring role, and
the confusion has been accompanied by a reduction in
a lifelong tendency to be unreasonably disappointed
in , or critical of, others. This would seem to represent a
similar but reversed form of confusion to that de
scribed in the three women in the paper. Theoretically,
it would seem that such confusions of roles and
individuals might be seen as parallel to the infant's
original inability to combine perceptions of different
roles into a single complex image of an individualâ€”the
process described as splitting by object-relations
theorists. The later-achieved integrations of these
separate role perceptions are, presumably, as vulner
able to aging as are other aspects of memory and
cognitive function.
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DEPRESSIVE SYMPTOMS IN PREGNANCY

DEAR SIR,
The exhaustive study of Drs Kumar and Robson

(Journal 144, 35â€”47)shows convincingly that psychia
tric symptoms in pregnancy are common. There
remains debate as to whether these symptoms are of
importance in the prediction ofpostnatal depression, a
condition of considerable clinical importance (Kumar
and Robson; Playfair and Gowers, 1981). We have
carried out a prospective survey of depressive sympto
matology in a cohort of pregnant women in the setting
of general practice.

All those women attending for antenatal care at a
group practice during 1982 were selected for study.
The women were screened for depressive symptoms at
routine antenatal clinic visits. Screening was by means
of a microcomputer-delivered Hamilton Depression
Rating Scale (HDRS) modified for self rating (Carr et
a!, 1981; Margo et a!, 1983). Depressive symptoms
identified in this way were confirmed by clinical
interview.

Of 134 women entering the study, 17 subsequently
miscarried or had termination of pregnancy. In 117
women screened throughout pregnancy the prevalence
of depressive symptoms increased, reaching a peak at
37-38weeks.Duringweeks8-12,24.3%scoredmore
than 10 (outside the normal range for computer
delivered HDRS, Carr et a!, 1981) and 5.1% scored
more than 17, in a range that would normally be
consistent with requiring antidepressant therapy. At
25-28 weeks the prevalences were 25.5% scoring more
than 10, and 6.1% more than 17. At 37-38 weeks
45.7% scored more than 10, and 11.8% more than 17.
Mean HDRS scores also rose throughout pregnancy,
from 7.9 at 8-12 weeks to 10.3 at 37-38 weeks.
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